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Abstract
Green public procurement (GPP) is a widely recognized public policy tool that has attracted considerable scholarly research. However, much of this research has paid little attention to the nature of discretionary decision-making on the part of bureaucrats and local politicians; nor has it recognized that a crucial determinant of the implementation of GPP is the extent to which women hold administrative and political positions. While GPP tends to be discussed as a tool for promoting gender equality, we draw on feminist insights to argue that doing so may be a tool for enhancing the uptake and implementation of GPP. Utilizing the data from a large-N survey among local politicians and upper-echelon bureaucrats in the Czech Republic, we develop a path analysis model exploring the influence of gender on their decision-making. The results give credence to our overall argument that women are more likely to promote GPP. This argument not only breaks new ground by revealing the gendered nature of GPP but also generates straightforward policy implications.
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1. Introduction
Public procurement is an important public policy tool suitable for pursuing a wide range of policy goals, including those that are economic, social (Bassarab et al., 2019; Ortega & O’Brien, 2017), and environmental (McCrudden, 2004). According to Sarter (2020), public spending through procurement may be employed to promote regional development, create new jobs, and foster decent employment conditions and equal opportunities. A major form of public procurement is green public procurement (GPP), defined as “a process whereby public authorities seek to procure goods, services and works with a reduced environmental impact throughout their life cycle when compared to goods, services and works with the same primary function that would otherwise be procured” (Alhola et al., 2019, p. 97; see also Pacheco-Blanco & Bastante-Ceca, 2016). With the European Union spending more than 14% of its GDP through public procurement (Sönnichsen & Clement, 2020), GPP now presents one of the critical instruments of the Circular Economy Action Plan (European Union, 2020).

Unsurprisingly, GPP has attracted considerable scholarly research (Cheng et al., 2018), much of which foregrounds the issue of supplier selection (e.g., Cheng...
et al., 2018; Igarashi et al., 2013; Jenssen & de Boer, 2019; Rainville, 2017; Tseng et al., 2019). Further issues explored in this literature pertain to GPP drivers and barriers, collaboration with supply chain partners, green supply chain management practices, GPP performance and impacts, policy, and regulation. Most papers dealing with GPP tend to be technically oriented and lay strong emphasis on the use of mathematical and other optimization models while showing relatively little interest in the nature of decision-making about GPP on the part of politicians and administrators. However, a crucial fact about this decision-making is that despite being highly formalized and regulated by European and national laws (Sarter, 2020), it retains a considerable discretionary component. This fact may not be unique to GPP and may be generally characteristic of public procurement as an area for which some of the most influential public sector positions are responsible (Ali et al., 2018). Nevertheless, there is little doubt that the nature of discretionary decision-making by politicians and administrators may account for the overall level of GPP implementation, especially in countries where this level is considered unsatisfactory.

A good example of such a country is the Czech Republic, which despite its membership in the European Union, exhibits one of the lowest levels of GPP implementation in global comparison (Yu et al., 2020). In the prior literature, the low GPP performance in the Czech Republic has been attributed to specific limiting factors pertaining to education, knowledgeability, and administrative capacity (Plaček, Valentinov et al., 2021). However, what has never been considered in the literature so far is that the low GPP performance in the Czech Republic and elsewhere may be due to the weak engagement of women in GPP positions of responsibility. This conjectural reason behind low GPP performance may be justified by both philosophical and empirical considerations.

On the philosophical level, feminist scholarship, such as feminist ethics of care, has long been aware that women may possess superior sensitivity to multifarious sustainability issues tendentiously neglected by neoliberal mindsets, not least in the new public management context (Nelson, 1995, 2006; Orser et al., 2021). On the empirical level, the evidence provided by the World Economic Forum (2021b) not only shows that female leadership competencies are superior to the respective male competencies on a number of dimensions, but also clearly links female leadership with GPP performance. This conjectural reason behind low GPP performance may be justified by both philosophical and empirical considerations.

The data comes from a recent large-N survey carried out on local government politicians and administrators in charge of public procurement in the Czech Republic. In methodological terms, our study enriches the extant GPP scholarship by employing path analysis, which does not seem to have been used in this literature so far. But perhaps even more importantly, our research is unique because it offers the opportunity to explore the role of gender in discretionary decision-making on the part of politicians and administrators, which has never been considered in the literature.

2. Literature Review and Conceptualization of Assumptions

Climate change is currently one of the most important and highly researched topics and has attracted enormous scholarly attention (Kovaleva et al., 2021). We can deem gender issues as one of the subfields of climate change research that has been gradually evolving (Kovaleva et al., 2021). These dynamics started in 2008, and by 2019, about 500 papers had been published in journals indexed on the Web of Science (Kovaleva et al., 2021). Most of the research concentrates on gender equality in climate policy and its effects (Lau et al., 2021). According to Lau et al. (2021), the thinking about gender went through several paradigms: (1) gender blind; (2) women in development; (3) women, environment, and development; (4) gender and development; (5) women, culture, and development; and (6) transformation and development. Scholars also point out several sets of assumptions that essentialize women’s and men’s
characteristics and may ultimately lead to counterproductive results, strategies, and policies. These assumptions are the following: "women are caring and connected to the environment, women are a homogenous and vulnerable group, gender equality is a women’s issue and gender equality is a numbers game" (Lau et al., 2021, p. 186). Despite the aforementioned trends, we can see a lack of general literature dealing with the participation of women in decision-making and policy processes dealing with climate policy. Ergas and York (2012) focused on the connection between women’s political status and the emission of CO₂ per capita. They found that emission of CO₂ is lower in countries where women have higher political status. Freновa (2021) insists that women’s organizations—as one of the important nongovernmental players in climate financial decision-making led by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)—are still limited and formalistic. Gay Antaki (2020) analyzed the Conference of the Parties (COP) of the UNFCCC in Paris 2015 from the point of view of feminist geography. According to Gay Antaki (2020) terms relating to gender, such as “gender balance,” dominate over others, such as “gender equality.”

Magnusdottir and Kronsell (2015) showed that in the case of Scandinavia, women and men are equally represented in climate policymaking, and in some cases, women are in the majority. This situation does not automatically result in gender-sensitive climate policymaking. These results contradict the assumption of critical mass theory (Magnusdottir & Kronsell, 2015).

There is also a stream of literature from the branch of corporate finance which connects the issue of boardroom diversity and a firm’s carbon emission footprint. Ben-Amar et al. (2017) prove that, based on the sample of publicly listed Canadian firms over the period 2008–2014, the likelihood of voluntary climate change disclosure is increased if there is a higher percentage of women on the board. This result is in line with critical mass theory. Nuber and Velte (2021) confirmed a similar result in the case of the environmental performance of non-financial firms in the European STOXX600 index over the 2009–2018 period. Regarding critical mass theory, the empirical results showed that at least two women directors need to be present. Similar results were obtained in the context of ecological innovation by Nadeem et al. (2020).

The role of gender in administrative and political decision-making processes seems to be a lacuna in the current state of the art of the empirical GPP literature. For example, gender is conspicuous by its absence from the authoritative review by Sönnichsen and Clement (2020), who developed an analytical, conceptual framework of GPP encompassing organizational aspects, individual behavior, and operational tools. In this framework, organizational aspects comprise three subcategories: (a) size, (b) strategy and top-level management, and (c) policies and quality of contracts. The aspects of individual behavior and practices refer to (a) agency and cross-departmental management, and (b) beliefs, awareness, and individual guidance. The operational tools are distinguished along the lines of (a) process and prioritization; (b) carbon emissions, criteria settings, and evaluation; (c) standards, standardization, and legal aspects; and (d) supplier selection (Sönnichsen & Clement, 2020).

The authors conclude that:

The most important factors [within the conceptual structure of GPP] seem to be awareness and knowledge of green public procurement attributes, based on circular policy and strategy implementation. They are essential for the conduct of circular public procurement. The procurer’s beliefs and values are highly relevant in a transformation towards circular public procurement—i.e., simply not going for the lowest price, but finding an optimum combination that includes risk, timeliness, and cost for the public institution on a life-cycle basis. (Sönnichsen & Clement, 2020, p. 15)

Obviously, this is an important conclusion foregrounding the significance of GPP’s discretionary component, which is, however, not seen in a gender context.

This conclusion is reinforced by a stream of empirical studies, such as those by Liu et al. (2019), who found that the knowledgability of Chinese public procurement officials about the aims and effects of GPP policies, backed by appropriate training, are positively associated with GPP performance. Similarly, Nikolau and Loizou (2015) found that the educational backgrounds of respondents influenced their preferences to adopt environmental management practices. Summarizing current theoretical approaches and using questionnaire surveys and structural equation modeling, Yang et al. (2019) likewise prove that subjective norms and perceived behavior control factors significantly influence developers’ green procurement behavior. Important as it is, all this work fails to consider GPP’s gender dimension, which remains missing in most GPP studies focusing on a single country, sector, or level of government (Cheng et al., 2018; Lindfors & Ammenberg, 2021).

A further line of research envisions a potential gender dimension of GPP but does not consider this dimension to be a relevant GPP determinant. For example, examining the relationship between ability, motivation, opportunity, and sustainable procurement, Grandia and Vonken (2019) have found gender to be an insufficiency variable. Drawing on quantitative analysis, Igarashi et al. (2017) found that public procurers are motivated by their beliefs which are independent of their gender and experience. However, the authors did acknowledge the knowledge gap regarding the role of gender in the public procurement literature. More recent studies likewise identify no association between gender and eco-friendly buying behavior, even though some earlier work was open to the idea that eco-friendly buying and gender might be linked, for example, because
of women's greater interest in ecological topics (Igarashi et al., 2017).

In conceptual terms, we argue that the prevalent understanding of the role of gender in GPP is framed and indeed subsumed by two theoretical standpoints well elaborated by Orser et al. (2018) and Orser et al. (2021). These are (a) feminist empiricism, which argues that women are disadvantaged; and (b) entrepreneurial feminism, which argues that women can overcome their disadvantage through their own entrepreneurial activity. Both standpoints are anchored in the vision of gender as a social outcome shaped by essentially contingent socialization processes (Orser et al., 2018). As a result of these processes, women may perceive that they do not fit in with masculine occupational role stereotypes and thus feel discouraged from participating in specific fields, such as STEM studies, small business, or specific industries such as defense (Orser et al., 2018). Some scholars argue that similar patterns are characteristic of public procurement insofar as women-owned businesses participating in competitive bidding are systematically having less success (Orser et al., 2021, p. 497). The standpoint of feminist empiricism helps here by pointing out that the limited success of such businesses may be caused by structural barriers and systemic exclusionary dynamics rather than by women's individual features, such as risk aversion or preference for financial caution. The standpoint of entrepreneurial feminism (Orser et al., 2021) concerns how this situation may be redressed. Building on the insight that entrepreneurial ecosystems are dynamic rather than static, entrepreneurial feminism encourages women to launch institutional and entrepreneurial innovations challenging the extant subjugation modalities.

While we agree with these standpoints as far as they go, we argue that they do not exhaust the full potential of feminist thought. The field of GPP may indeed provide a context where women are rightly portrayed as victims of precarious discrimination and exclusion regimes that deserve condemnation and abolition. But what may also be important for GPP, and what is not fully acknowledged by the two standpoints, is the possibility that women may be the carriers of unique capabilities for promoting GPP, especially in settings where the implementation of GPP tends to be weak. This possibility is made plausible by the public administration literature containing a number of arguments and evidence suggesting that women may be particularly capable and moral public administrators. In this line, Lapuente and Suzuki (2021) empirically prove that female managers are more open to new ideas and creativity, and more willing to challenge the status quo while being more prudent than male managers (Lapuente & Suzuki, 2021, p. 1345). Suzuki and Avellaneda (2018) report a similar experience in the case of local financial management by Japanese city-level governments. The authors find female repre-sentation in these governments to be “positively correlated with risk-averse behavior in financial decisions” (Suzuki & Avellaneda, 2018, p. 1741). Other corroborative evidence is presented by Dětková et al. (2021), who found that women occupying public procurement positions in Russia, in contrast to men, have a negative attitude to corruption. The authors even suggest that gender equality measures within the public sector could be one element of the much-needed anti-corruption policies. Bauhr and Charron (2020) go even further and identify a gender difference not only in attitudes toward the severity of corruption but also in perceptions of the forms that corruption takes. According to their data, women and men differ in their perceptions of need and greed, such that women tend to perceive more need-induced corruption, while men tend to perceive it as induced by greed (Bauhr & Charron, 2020). Authors trace this gender difference back to role socialization, social status, and life experience.

A common implication of these empirical studies is that gender equality measures could improve the effectiveness of public administration. We argue that this implication potentially breaks new ground within the current research on GPP in the Czech Republic. Most research on GPP in this country has focused on sustainable procurement and its effects on saving (Džupka et al., 2020) and SME involvement (Nemec et al., 2021). These studies rightly consider GPP as a part of a wider sustainability agenda that pays attention to innovation and social aspects but has failed to emphasize the gender dimension. Thus, we contribute to the scholarly literature on GPP in the Czech Republic with the proposition that gender equality measures would lead to better uptake and implementation of GPP. Whereas the standpoints of feminist empiricism and entrepreneurial feminism seem to boil down to promoting gender equality through GPP, we enrich the literature by suggesting that GPP itself can be promoted by fostering greater gender equality. Our contribution seeks to sensitize the scholarly and public understanding of GPP in the Czech Republic to the role of gender, and to initiate the search for novel theoretical frameworks which enable this sensitivity.

Our empirical strategy rests on condensing the above argument into the four following assumptions.

Assumption 1: Gender is associated with public procurers’ preference for GPP.

Feminist scholarship teaches us that women may exhibit superior sensitivity to multifarious sustainability issues yet be disadvantaged by the systemic imperatives of marginalization and exclusion (Nelson, 1995, 2006; Orser et al., 2021). Public procurement presents a key context where this disadvantage may be materialized. The reason is that the power to make decisions regarding the spending of public money is widely seen as the kind of privilege that, in repressive regimes, would be foreclosed or less accessible to women (cf. Bruns Ali et al.,
Specific mechanisms facilitating male privilege and female disadvantage in the public procurement process have become ingrained within a plethora of formal and informal decision-making rules and heuristics and thus engender path dependencies (Ochropa et al., 2019; Plaček, Vaceková et al., 2021) which may also be characteristic of other areas, such as social policy or the legislative process (cf. Plaček et al., 2018). What is crucial is that these mechanisms shape the GPP preferences of politicians and administrators. If so, then it is reasonable to suppose that the increasing proportion of women entering politics or important public procurement positions may be able to break extant rules and thus improve GPP implementation.

Assumption 2: In awarding public contracts, the public procurer’s preference for the price rather than environmental criteria is not associated with gender.

At the core of the public procurement process is the public procurer’s choice between alternative suppliers who may compete on economic costs and non-economic environmental criteria. This choice is also present in the GPP context (Plaček, Valentinov et al., 2021; Sönńichsen & Clement, 2020). Recent research on sustainable public procurement shows that public sector officials indeed state preferences for non-economic criteria, even though cost remains crucial (Lerusse & Van de Walle, 2021a). In a recent experimental study, politicians’ consideration of criteria other than costs was found to be influenced by political and ideological reasoning (Lerusse & Van de Walle, 2021b). However, the feminist foundation of our argument implies that if public procurers happen to prioritize the lowest price criterion, this preference will not be related to gender.

Assumption 3: Gender will affect the decision-making of public procurers facing the trade-off between environmental impact and other social sustainability criteria.

Sustainable development can be judged by multiple and partly competing criteria, which may need to be traded off against each other by public procurers. For example, one possible trade-off could be between environmental and social goals, such as fostering local employment or subsidizing local firms. Drawing on feminist scholarship, we assume that women have a superior ability to recognize and differentiate multiple criteria of sustainable procurement (Nelson, 1995, 2006; Orser et al., 2018). As this ability may result in the perceptions of trade-offs among these criteria, it is plausible to assume that navigating these trade-offs will be influenced by gender.

Assumption 4: In the above-mentioned assumptions, public procurers’ decision-making preferences are associated with women’s positions in local politics or public procurement administration.

The assumption seeks to uncover position-related differences in women’s behavior. Such differences were identified by scholars such as Detkova et al. (2021) and Igarashi et al. (2017), who showed that procurers’ behavior varies according to their position. Namely, highly-positioned procurers have different approaches to information and risk. In our study, we distinguish between two positions that women can occupy: local politician and procurement administrator. We expect that, in their quality as local politicians, women bear a higher level of accountability pressures than those that are borne by female public procurement administrators. This difference may result in a greater risk aversion among female local politicians.

3. Data and Methods

We have obtained the data from a large-N survey that took place in the Czech Republic during the summer of 2020. We sent out an electronic questionnaire to the official e-mail addresses of all Czech municipalities, including a cover letter. Our target respondents were persons responsible for GPP implementation, including politicians at the level of mayors or vice-mayors and upper-level bureaucrats at the level of department head. The exact position of respondents depended on the size of the municipalities. From the 6,248 municipalities approached, we obtained 1,117 responses, a response rate of 17.88%. Some results have already been used (Plaček et al., 2021).

The questionnaire included seven questions probing the respondents’ attitudes toward GPP. Six questions employed a Likert-type scale offering a range of five answers from “absolutely agree” to “absolutely disagree.” One question had the binary form of yes/no, and another was a close-ended question. The questionnaire is enclosed in the Supplementary File. We also asked respondents their full names and e-mails, and we linked this information with education, gender, and position within the organization. With the help of these variables, we tried to explain respondents’ answers to the three selected questions that introduced decision-making problems in GPP implementation within the given municipal organization.

Our methodological approach is path analysis, a generalization of multiple regression that allows us to estimate the strength and sign of directional relationships for causal schemes with multiple dependent and independent variables (Li, 1975). The critical difference between path analysis and multiple regression is that multiple regression assumes a simpler (direct) causal relationship with the dependent variable, while the path analysis model identifies a specific causal structure among the independent variables that determine the outcome variables. Importantly, path analysis variables are referred to as exogenous and endogenous rather than independent and dependent. This is because the causes of exogenous variables are determined outside
the model; the factors affecting the endogenous variables are respectively found within the model.

We develop a path model exploring whether different individual traits influence and transform GPP decision-making (see Figure 1).

As shown in Figure 1, the exogenous variables, or antecedents (Female, Size, Higher Education), influence the nature of opinions related to GPP, including the consideration of the social usefulness of awarding “green public contracts” (Socially useful to award “green public contracts” box in Figure 1); the preference for announcing tenders for cheaper contracts unburdened by environmental requirements (Announce tender for a cheaper contract box in Figure 1); and the consideration of the “ecological impact” as the most important criterion of public procurement (Ecological impact most important criterion box in Figure 1). In the path analysis methodology, there are two types of effects between any two variables. A direct effect is any direct connection between the variables, and a unidirectional arrow represents these. In our model, the direct effects flow from the set of exogenous variables (Female, Size, Higher Education) to the outcome variables (Socially useful to award “green public contracts,” Announce tender for a cheaper contract, and Ecological impact most important criterion). An indirect (or mediated) effect is any forward connection between an exogenous variable and an outcome that goes through an intermediate variable. In our model, there is an indirect effect of the exogenous variables on the outcome variables through an intervening or mediating variable (namely, Politic). The causal effect is the sum of the direct and indirect effects (Mitchell-Olds & Bergelson, 1990). Finally, as we believe that the exogenous variables are correlated, we have put double-headed arrows between them, although those correlations are not usually studied.

4. Results

A total of 766 males and 299 females completed the survey fully (28.08% female vs. 71.92% male). The other 52 respondents did not answer all the questions and were eliminated from the analysis. Eight hundred and forty-two (i.e., 79.06%) respondents were politicians, and 223 (20.94%) were bureaucrats. Approximately 57% of respondents indicated that they did not have a higher education degree, while a little over 43% indicated that they did. Almost half of the respondents (46.29%, n = 493) belonged to municipalities with up to 500 inhabitants, with only 15 respondents (1.41%) working in large municipalities. Table 1 groups these frequencies and percentages by gender.

Table 1 also includes the results of the Chi-square test intended to check whether gender and Higher Education, being a Politician or a Bureaucrat, or the size of the city are related. The table reports two cases where the p-value is smaller than the significance level of 0.05. Hence we can reject the null hypothesis of independence between gender and being a Politician or a Bureaucrat, as well as between gender and the size of the city. In these two cases, the variables are definitely dependent on one another.

The path analysis undertaken in our study included testing the fit between the data and the model illustrated in Figure 1. For each variable, we estimated standardized coefficients as well as the standard errors (Std. Err), test statistics (z-values), and p-values (P(|z|)). We explored direct effects, indirect effects (by multiplying the path coefficients connecting the causal variable to the outcomes [Tarling, 2008]), and total effects (by summing direct and indirect effects). All the effects coefficients are shown in Table 2. Also, our model is just-identified or saturated (df = 0); hence it perfectly fits the data.

![Figure 1. The hypothetical model. All calculations were performed using the statistical program R, version 3.6.3 (R Core Team, 2021), and the lavaan package version 0.6-9 (Rosseel, 2012).](image-url)
Table 1. Respondents’ characteristics. Frequencies and percentages by gender.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Female Percentage</th>
<th>Male Percentage</th>
<th>Pearson's Chi-squared test (X-squared)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher Education Degree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>27.03%</td>
<td>72.97%</td>
<td>0.74972</td>
<td>0.38660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(54.52%)</td>
<td>(57.44%)</td>
<td>(56.62%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>29.44%</td>
<td>70.56%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(45.48%)</td>
<td>(42.56%)</td>
<td>(43.38%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>17.94%</td>
<td>82.06%</td>
<td>14.35600</td>
<td>0.00015***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(13.38%)</td>
<td>(23.89%)</td>
<td>(20.94%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>30.76%</td>
<td>69.24%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(86.62%)</td>
<td>(76.11%)</td>
<td>(79.06%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size category of municipality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000 and more</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13.33%</td>
<td>86.67%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.67%)</td>
<td>(1.70%)</td>
<td>(1.41%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000–49,999</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15.79%</td>
<td>84.21%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.01%)</td>
<td>(4.18%)</td>
<td>(3.57%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000–9,999</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>23.53%</td>
<td>76.47%</td>
<td>10.15700</td>
<td>0.03787*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(22.74%)</td>
<td>(28.85%)</td>
<td>(27.14%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501–999</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>30.87%</td>
<td>69.13%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(23.75%)</td>
<td>(20.76%)</td>
<td>(21.60%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to 500</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>30.83%</td>
<td>69.17%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(50.84%)</td>
<td>(44.52%)</td>
<td>(46.29%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>1065</td>
<td>28.08%</td>
<td>71.92%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Signif. codes: 0 “***” 0.001 “**” 0.01 “*” 0.05 “.” 0.1

Our findings allow the following interpretation of the validity of the proposed assumptions.

Assumption 1: Gender is associated with public procurers’ preference for GPP.

The assumption is confirmed. Female (c₁) is a significant variable directly affecting the responses received. However, neither Size nor Higher Education turned out to be significant.

Assumption 2: In awarding public contracts, the public procurer’s preference for the price criterion rather than for environmental criteria is not associated with gender.

The assumption is confirmed because the relationship between Female and the preference for the price criterion over environmental impact (c₂) is not significant.

Assumption 3: Gender will affect the decision-making of public procurers facing the trade-off between environmental impact and other social sustainability criteria.

The assumption was confirmed because we found gender directly affected the responses related to public procurers’ choice of environmental criteria versus other social sustainability criteria (c₇).

Assumption 4: In the above-mentioned assumptions, public procurers’ decision-making preferences are associated with women’s positions in local politics or public procurement administration.

The assumption is confirmed because the relationship between Female and Politic (f) is found to be significant and positive.

Regarding the mediating effect of the Politic variable, the findings in Table 2 reveal that Female*Politic has an insignificant influence on assumptions 1 and 2 (i.e., both e*d₁ and e*d₂ are insignificant). Thus we can conclude that Politic fails to moderate the relationship between Female and Socially useful to award “green public contracts” on the one hand, and Female and Ecological impact most important criterion, on the other. However, the e*d₇ coefficient is significant and positive, thus suggesting that Politic mediates the impact of gender on decision-making concerned with the choice between the environmental and alternative social criteria.
Table 2. Results of path analysis.

|                                | Estimate | Std.Err | z-value | P(>|z|) |
|--------------------------------|----------|---------|---------|---------|
| Socially useful to award “green public contracts” ~ |          |         |         |         |
| Higher Edu. (a₁)               | 0.087    | 0.053   | 1.649   | 0.099   |
| Size (b₁)                      | 0.033    | 0.028   | 1.169   | 0.242   |
| Female (c₁)                    | 0.111    | 0.055   | 2.015   | 0.044 * |
| Politic (d₁)                   | -0.003   | 0.065   | -0.039  | 0.969   |
| Announce tender for a cheaper contract ~ |          |         |         |         |
| Higher Edu. (a₂)               | -0.111   | 0.064   | -1.730  | 0.084   |
| Size (b₂)                      | -0.077   | 0.034   | -2.294  | 0.022 * |
| Female (c₂)                    | -0.101   | 0.067   | -1.511  | 0.131   |
| Politic (d₂)                   | 0.233    | 0.079   | 2.953   | 0.003 **|
| Ecological impact most important criterion ~ |          |         |         |         |
| Higher Edu. (a₃)               | -0.235   | 0.064   | -3.686  | 0.000 ***|
| Size (b₃)                      | -0.058   | 0.034   | -1.722  | 0.085   |
| Female (c₃)                    | 0.143    | 0.067   | 2.146   | 0.032 * |
| Politic (d₃)                   | -0.008   | 0.078   | -0.106  | 0.916   |
| Politic ~                      |          |         |         |         |
| Higher Edu. (e)                | -0.010   | 0.025   | -0.418  | 0.676   |
| Female (f)                     | 0.077    | 0.026   | 2.982   | 0.003 ***|
| Size (g)                       | -0.141   | 0.012   | -11.418 | 0.000 ***|

Defined Parameters

| e*d₃                         | 0.000    | 0.001   | 0.039   | 0.969   |
| f*d₃                         | -0.000   | 0.005   | -0.039  | 0.969   |
| g*d₃                         | 0.000    | 0.009   | 0.039   | 0.969   |
| total₃                       | 0.228    | 0.099   | 2.316   | 0.021 * |
| e*d₅                         | -0.002   | 0.006   | -0.414  | 0.679   |
| f*d₅                         | 0.018    | 0.009   | 2.098   | 0.036 * |
| g*d₅                         | -0.033   | 0.012   | -2.859  | 0.004 **|
| total₅                       | -0.074   | 0.120   | -0.617  | 0.538   |
| e*d₇                         | 0.000    | 0.001   | 0.102   | 0.918   |
| f*d₇                         | -0.001   | 0.006   | -0.11   | 0.916   |
| g*d₇                         | 0.001    | 0.011   | 0.106   | 0.916   |
| total₇                       | -0.157   | 0.119   | -1.319  | 0.187   |

Note: Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1.

5. Concluding remarks

The empirical results reported in the present article break new ground in the scholarship on GPP in the Czech Republic. Our central finding is that gender is associated with public procurers’ preference for GPP. We also found that the relationship between the Female variable and the preference for the price criterion over environmental impact is not significant. We have shown the Female variable to directly affect the public procurers’ choice of environmental criteria versus other social sustainability criteria. We have proven that public procurers’ decision-making preferences are associated with women’s positions in local politics or public procurement administration. These results confirm our feminist standpoint about the superior sensitivity of women to sustainability issues, and about female engagement being a crucial resource for promoting GPP in the Czech Republic. We have used this empirical basis to argue that gender equality is not only a political goal in its own right but also a valuable political instrument for achieving GPP goals.

These results open up a new research program exploring the impact of gender on GPP. First of all, we still lack a systematic understanding of the behavior of public procurers and politicians responsible for public procurement. One dimension of this behavior is the availability of goodwill and intrinsic motivation. We suggest that in the GPP context, goodwill and intrinsic motivation may be at least partly associated with gender, and thus add new nuance to Lapuente and Suzuki’s (2021) argument that the behavior of public procurers can be approached from two different perspectives: demographic (focusing...
on personal factors such as gender, education, and socioeconomic base) and structural (focusing on organizational factors). Further research is needed to clarify the extent to which the relative importance of these perspectives is influenced by acknowledging the role of gender in GPP decision-making.

On a methodological note, we call for further research to undertake external validity checks of our study. We are aware that our case might be country-specific and could be affected by specific administrative traditions, the level of economic development and perceived corruption, current regulation, or other contingent factors. Thus it is important to test country-level associations. We are also aware of the methodological problems of using survey-based data in political science. Ansolabehere and Hersh (2013) rightly point out that using surveys for capturing relationships between demographic variables, such as gender and political behavior, is potentially subject to survey biases and nonlinear effects of variables. Our results are based on a perception-based survey. Thus, in detecting the statistically significant effect of gender on the preference for GPP, we cannot deny the possibility of bias, but we did not observe the same pattern in the case of the willingness to pay a higher price for GPP contracts. This leads us to call for further research which would more explicitly contrast the claims made by politicians and administrators with their actual behavior in reality (see Badell & Rosell, 2021; Rosell & Allen, 2020).
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